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A SYMBOLIC CALCULUS OF REGULAR EXPRESSIONS

                 By 

Yoshihiro MIZOGUCHI*, Hiroshi OHTSUKA* 

        and Yasuo KAWAHARA*

                    Abstract 

   To implement Ginzburg's equality check procedure for regular 
expressions by using personal computers, we propose a new and more 
efficient axiom system consisting of an axiom and inference rules 
concerning a new relational symbol C in addition to a part of 
Salomaa's axiom system.

1. Introduction 

   The researches of axiom systems for the regular expressions started in the 60's. 

Redco [4] showed that it is impossible to make a complete axiom system with finite 

axioms and only one inference rule R1. He made a complete system with countably 

many axioms and an inference rule Rl. Salomaa [5] showed a complete and consistent 

axiom system by using two inference rules RI and R2. In his system every tautology 

has a constructive proof. But the construction of a proof is so complicated that it is 

not useful for practice. After a few years, Ginzburg [2] showed a simple mechanical 

procedure for checking equality of regular expressions by using derivatives. This 
method uses transition graphs so it is neither symbolic nor axiomatic. In the present 

paper, by using symbolic derivatives, we improve Ginzburg's procedure to a symbolic 
and axiomatic one. Moreover we examine which axiom in Salomaa's system is essen

tial for showing the validity of the procedure. We choose some axioms which is useful 
for mechanical procedure, and we show that it is sufficient to show the termination of 

the checking procedure by using only those axioms. 

   In section 2, we recall Salomaa's system Fi and introduce a new system F. In 

section 3, we show that in the system F*, the set of all symbolic derivatives of a 

regular expression is finite. This result guarantees the termination of improved Ginzburg's 

equality check procedure. In section 4, we introduce a new relational symbol C, and 

we improve the system F* to a more efficient system F+. Since we do not use an 
axiom of associative laws in the system F+, we can check equalities by a straightforward 

method. 

   We implemented the efficient procedure on a personal computer. So we can easily 
check the equality of two regular expressions. Moreover we get the transition graphs 

which accept the expressions together with the answer of the equality. We show a 
brief example in the Appendix. 

   * Department of Mathematics , Kyushu University 33 Fukuoka 812, Japan.
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   2. Preliminaries 

   DEFINITION 2.1. Let r be an alphabet set. Assume c E r. We define regular ex

pressions over r as follows: 
                     (1) 0 is a regular expression. 

   (2) An element x of r is a regular expression. 
   (3) If X and Y are regular expressions, then so are (X+Y), (Y • Y) and X*. 

   (4) Nothing else a regular expression unless its being so follows from a finite number 
of applications of (1), (2) and (3). 

   In the rest of this paper, if no confusion occurs we omit parentheses and • from 

(X. Y). We use symbol e for cb* ; a, b, c, x, y, z for elements of r ; A, B, C, X, Y, Z for 
regular expressions and u, v, w for strings of elements of r. If X and Y are the same 
regular expressions we denote X-Y. We denote by X[A :=B] a regular expression 
substituted A in X by B. 

   DEFINITION 2.2. We define a property Eps of regular expressions as follows: 

   (1) cri is not Eps. 
   (2) An element x of r is not Eps. 

   (3) X* is Eps. 
  (4) X+ Y is Eps iff X is Eps or Y is Eps. 

   (5) X. Y is Eps i ff X is Eps and Y is Eps. 
   We note that for any regular expression X, we can check whether X is Eps or not 

in a finite number of steps. 
   Now we recall Salomaa's axiom system. 

Axioms : 
  *AO X=X , 

  *A1 X+(Y+Z)=(X+Y)+Z , 
   A2 X(YZ)=(XY)Z, 

  *A3 X+Y=Y+X , 
   A4 X(Y+Z)=XY+XZ, 

   A5 (X+Y)Z=XZ+YZ, 
  *A6 X+X=X , 

   *A7 Xe=X , 
   *A8 Xg5=0, 
  *A9 X+0=X , 

A10 X*=e+XX*, 
   All X*=(e+X)*, 

*Al2 eX=X , 
   *A13 OX=95, 

*A14 0+X=X . 
Inference rules : 

Rl From the equations A=B and X=Y one may infer the equations Y=X and 
X[A:=B]=Y. 
   R2 Assume that A is not Eps. Then from the equation X=AX+B one may infer 

       X=A*B.
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   DEFINITION 2.3. 

   (1) Salomaa's axiom system  F1 has 12 axioms AO-A11 and two inference rules R1 
and R2. If an equation X=Y is derivable within the system F1 we denote I--1X=Y. 

   (2) An axiom system F* has 10 axioms which are marked by * and an inference rule 
Rl. If an equation X=Y is derivable within the system F* we denote I— X=--Y. 

   PROPOSITION 2.4. If an equation X=Y is derivable within F* then it is derivable 

within F1. ^ 

   For any two regular expressions X and Y, we can get a mechanical procedure for 

checking whether an equation X=Y is derivable or not. First we find a normal form 
X'(resp. Y') of X(resp. Y) by using axioms A6-A9 and Al2-A14. Then we check 

whether an equation X'=-Y' is derivable or not by using axioms AO-A3. The second 

procedure is not straitforward in the system F*, but we solve the difficulty in section 
4 by reforming the system.

   3. Derivatives 

   In this section, we recall the symbolic derivatives of regular expressions [1]. We 
show that for any regular expression, the set of all derivatives in the system F* is 
finite, by which we can find all derivatives of an expression in a finite number of steps. 
Moreover, we can implement the Ginzburg's equality check procecdure by using the 
symbolic derivatives. For two expressions, we first find all derivatives of them, and 
then check for each derivatives the property Eps. By comparing the properties Eps of 
corresponding derivatives with each other, we can check the equality of the expressions. 

   DEFINITION 3.1. We define symbolic derivatives of regular expressions as follows: 

                                                           (1) al .=fe (if a=x)                 (otherwise), 

  (2) a/(X+Y) :=(a/X)+(a/Y), 
  (3) a/(X•Y) (a/X)Y+X(a/Y), 

   (4) a/X* :=(a/X)X*, 
  (5) (ua)/X :=a/(u/X)), 

e (if X is Eps) where X := 
. 0 (otherwise) . 

   LEMMA 3.2. 

(1) 
 H(X+Y)=X+ Y, 

   (3) H(X•Y)=X• Y, 
   (4) I—a•X=X•a. ^ 

   PROPOSITION 3.3. For any regular expression X, we have I1X=X+EaEra(a/X). 
   PROOF. We omit a subscript a E I' from EaEr. It is trivial for c and x E I', since 

1-0=0+ b=O+Ea(a/q5) and I—x=0Ixe=21Ea(a/x). 
   Assume I1X=X+Ea(a/X) and i-1Y=Y Ea(a/Y), then we obtain following 

equations. 

I1X+Y=X+Ea(a/X)+YIEa(a/Y)=X+Y+Ea((a/X)+(a/Y)) 

=(XFY)+Ea(al(X+Y)) ,
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+1XY=(X+Ea(a/X))(Y+Ea(a/Y))=X • Y+X Ea)a/Y)+(Ea(a/X ))Y 

=X X. Y+Ea(a/X)Y+EaX(a/Y)=(X • Y)+Ea(a/(XY)) , 

HiX*=(X+Ea(a/X ))*=(Ea(a/X ))*=e+(Ea(a/X))(Ea(a/X ))* 

=e+Ea(a/X)X*=X*+Ea(a/X*) . ^ 

   THEOREM 3.4. For any regular expression X, there exists a finite set [X]= 

{X1, X2, ••• , Xn} of regular expressions such that for any string w of r, there exists a 
regular expression Xi in [X] and HXi=(w/X). That is, the set of all symbolic deriva
tives of X is finite in F. 

   PROOF. It is trivial for [95]:={0} and [X]:={e, x, 0}. Assume that [X]= 

{X1i X2, ••• , Xn} and [Y]={Y1, Y2, ••• , Ym}. We define 

[X+Y]:={X1+Y;!1_<i<n, 1<j<m}, 

[XY] :={XiY + Ys1+.Y;2+ ••• +y;k~l<i~n, 1<k_<m, 1_—ji<j2< ••• <jk<m} 
and 

[X*] :={Xi1X*+X~2X*+.... +XikX*I1<k—<n, 1<i1<i2 ••• <ik<n}• 

   Then for any string w of r, +w/(X+Y)=(w/X)+(w/Y)E[X-I-Y]. For any ele
ment aEr, we obtain I—a/(XY)=(a/X)Y+X(a/Y)E[XY], 

a/(XiY+Y .71+Yi2+ ••• +Y;k) 
=(a/Xi)Y+Xi(a/Y)+(a/Y5 1)+(a/Y 2)+ •.• +(a/Y,k)E[XY], 

a/(X*)=(a/X)X*E [X*], 
and 

a/(Xi1X*+Xi2X*+.... +Xi,X*) 

=(a/Xi i)X*+Xi1(a/X)X*+(a/X~2)X*+ •.• +(a/Xik)X*+Xik(a/X )X*~ [X*] . ^ 

   By Theorem 3.4, our process of finding all derivatives of a regular expression in 
the system F* terminates in a finite number of steps. 

   PROPOSITION 3.5. If the system F* does not contain axioms Al and A6 then Theorem 
3.4 is not valid. 

   PROOF. We show a counter example. Let A=(a*b+a)*. a/A=(a*b+e)(a*b+a)*, 
aa/A=a*b(a*b+a)*+((a*b+e)(a*b+a)*)=B+(a/A), where B=a*b(a*b+a)*. By a/B 
=B, we have aaa/A=B+(aa/A)=B+(B+(a/A)). Since one can not use axiom A6 

without axiom Al, an/A has n-1 copies of B. So the set of all symbolic derivatives 
of A is an infinite set. ^

   4. The Axiom System F+ 

   From the view of an equality check procedure, axioms AO, Al and A3 in the 

system F* are not practical. So we modify those axioms and make new system F. 

To avoid the application of those axioms, we introduce a new relational symbol C and 

some new inference rules. 
   DEFINITION 4.1. The axiom system F+ consists of axioms A7, A8, A9, Al2, A13 and 

A14, an inference rule R1, a new axiom Al5 and new inference rules R3-R6 below.
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 Axioms  : 

   A15 XcX. 

Inference rules : 

   R3 From XCA and YCB, one may infer X*CA* and (X•Y)C(A•B). 

   R4 From XCA and YCA, one may infer (X+Y)CA. 

   R5 From XCA or XcB, one may infer XC(A+B). 

   R6 From XCY and YCX, one may infer X—Y. 
   We note that for arbitrary two regular expressions X and Y, we can show in a 

finite number of steps whether the equation X=Y is derivable or not. 

   PROPOSITION 4.2. If an equation X=Y is derivable within F*, then it is derivable 

within F. 

   PROOF. The axioms AO, Al, A3 and A6 are infered from inference rules R4, R5 

and R6. ^ 
   The equality check procedure in the system F+ is simple. So we can improve the 

Ginzburg's equality check procedure into a more efficient procedure.
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                             Appendix 

   Followings are execution examples of the Ginzburg's equality check procedure with 

symbolic derivatives. For an expression X, [w] expresses w/X. The symbol # in

dicates the Eps property of w/X. The return value means the equality of two expres

sions. 
*(GINZ) 

(EXP1) > (a +ab+ba)* 

(EXP2)> (ba+a*ab)*a* 

(SIGMA) > (a b) 

[e]=# (a+ab+ba)* 
# (ba+a*ab)*a* 

[a] = # (e+b)(a +ab+ba)* 
# (a*ab+b)(bad a*ab)*a*+a*
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[aa]=#[a] 
#[a3 

[ab] = # (a+ ab+ba)*+ a (a +ab+ba)* 
# [e] 

Cabal= #(e+b)(a+ab+ba)*+(a+ab+ba)* 
# [a] 

[abaa]=# [a] 
#[a] 

[abab] _ # [ab] 
#[e] 

[abb] = [b] 
        [b] 

[b]= a(a+ab+ba)* 
a(ba+a*ab)*a* 

Dal= #[e] 
# [a] 

[bb]= % 

                0 [bba] = [bb] 
[bbb] = [bb] 

T


